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WIiy don't they want to see my actual work? It's 

so much better in person! 

People in the art world love seeing art in person. 

It's why they do what they do. Still, there are many 

reasons they'd rather see a submission first. Here 

are a few: 

-Time. Many submission reviews are consoli

dated and scheduled. If everyone reviewed work 

in person every day, there wouldn't be time to

do anything else. 

-Logistics. Rarely is one person the sole deci

sion maker. Usually a few people need to get

together to make important evaluations. 

-Sensitivity. Most arts professionals want to 

digest the work and give it a few moments to

sink in before stating an opinion. Having you

there forces a rash judgment. 

And now a few reasons why you shouldn't want 

anyone to look at unsolicited, original artwork: 

-Perception. Walking into a gallery with unique

artwork creates the illusion that you don't care 

if your pieces get damaged. Curators. gallerists, 

and collectors think of artwork as precious. You

should, too. 

-Loss. If you bring actual artwork and leave it for 

someone to review, you may never see it again. 

Accidents do happen. 

-Self-respect. Do you really want to hear what 

they think when you arrive unannounced and 

give them no time to prepare? 
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Just about every professional opportunity you come across will 

begin with some sort of submission. Residency programs and 

foundations require specific application materials; galleries often 

ask for "your documentation"; a curator may just want to see a 

few images of your current work. Whatever the request, you'll 

need to submit at least some of the following items: images, a 

resume, press clippings, a statement, and a cover letter. Rarely, 

if ever, will someone ask to see actual artwork as the introduc

tion to your practice. That's why your submission is supposed to 

give as accurate an idea of you and your work as anyone could 

get without doing a studio visit. 

Because most of these materials take time to prepare well, 

you should start working on them now and keep them up to date 

as your career progresses. Don't wait on this! Your submission 

will often be the first impression you make, the first exposure 

someone will have to your work, the first chance to start a 

relationship. Creating solid, professional submission materials 

will therefore save you a lot of time and stress down the road. 

Sometimes you'll learn of an opportunity at the last minute and 

will need to rush an application out the door. Or you might meet a 

curator who unexpectedly asks to see your work. This is not the 

time to compose an artist statement from scratch or confirm the 

spelling of all the names in your resume. 

Expect to tailor every submission for every situation, since 

each one will be different. Even if you're applying for the same 

residency for the third year in a row, for example, you'll need to 

update your images to show how your work has developed. While 

most places ask for digital submissions, a few still prefer 

physical ones, so you should have both ready to go. 

Here are the most common components of a submission for 

exhibition spaces, galleries, residencies, and almost anywhere 

else you'll be sending work. See chapter 6 for additional mate

rials you may need to submit when applying for grants, project

specific opportunities, residencies, and more. 

----

----



---- "Respond to applications directly. Don't 

be general, and don't use a generic response. Instead, 

be specific about your work and how the program 

would support you (and how you might give back to the 

program). Approach your application like you would 

approach your own creative project. No two applications 

are alike, and your application should be an extension of 

your own work." 

William Penrose, executive director, NURTUREart, Brooklyn, NY 
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things. It's somotlung 11101 people just don't [JOI in 

general. When you are applying to something, you 

want them to know you are the woman who paints 

sparrows. They don't really want to know about 

the cows or the other things. Yes, you can be too 

narrow, but they need to know you have focus and 

you do something well." Christa Blatchford, artist, 

CEO, Joan Mitchell Foundation, NY 

---- "I don't look at people's resumes. 

Honestly. They don't mean anything to me. The only 

thing I might look for is if I know anybody who's 

worked with this person so I can use them as a 

reference, if needed. I have an artist in my current 

show who is in his sixties and has had one exhibi· 

tion For me, it's always the work and the person 

that drives it, not credentials." Denise Markonish, 

curator, MASS MoCA, North Adams, MA 

----"/ do look at people's CVs. If they've 

been showing for seven years and they're not smart 

enough to get that cafe or restaurant show off there, 

then there's probably some sort of issue. No filter." 

Leigh Conner, CONNERSMITH, Washington, D,C. 
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I1tsuMt 

Your resume should list all your relevant Ol'I w<J1'k, It It's not 

related to your art it doesn't belong on your r6sum6. Koop 11 

clean, succinct, consistent, and easy to read. If you're at tho 

beginning of your career, keep it to one page. No matter how 

much you want to cram in, don't let the font drop below 10-polnl 

It's just too hard to read. 

Before you worry about page limits, though, start by makln�! 11 

master resume, or CV, which you can then tailor to specific 

opportunities (and shorten, if necessary). Look at artist resumOtt 

on gallery websites and see what style they use; that's the stylo 

the gallery is used to. Also look at the resumes of established 

artists you respect. Feel free to mimic their formatting. 

And no typos. Seriously. Your resume has to look professionul 

because you're trying to show that you're a professional. So ask 

someone to proofread your resume and fix those typos before 

you start sending anything out. An extra space between words lu 

a typo. If you separate items with a comma, and then decide 

halfway down the page to separate them with a slash/that's also 

a typo. If you use Sentence Case for one heading and ALL CAPS fo1• 

another heading, guess what? Typo. 

Here are the most common sections of an artist resume: 

Contact Information 

Think "need-to-know basis" here. You're not being interviewed on 

TV, you're just making sure the reader knows who you are and 

how to find you. List your name, address, phone numbers, email, 

and website (you really, really want the person to find you). A lot 

of artists list their birthplace, year of birth, and where they're 

"based." Those are optional. 

Do not include a picture of yourself unless it is a part of your 

work. This is not an acting gig; a picture is just distracting and 

silly. Even if you're drop-dead gorgeous. 

To harp on a theme, consistency matters. Pick the way you 

want your name to be listed and stick with it every time, down to 

the nickname or middle initial or whatever you want in there. 



I 1/111wl/1111 

Y11111', flll)tl'OO, :1<:hool, 11lty, Hllllo 

Wl111tovor Ol'clor you chooso, mulch 1L Lo Lhc oLhcr sections. If 

yo1111lurl wllh Lho ycor hel'e, slurl with Lhe year everywhere. 

ll1111'l llst hlr.!h school (unless you're in high school!). Post-high 

1u:hool educalion, study abroad, college, and graduate degrees 

1111ly. Also, no need to list course work or your GPA. This is not a 

Joh upplication. (Except that it is, but you know what we mean.) 

Solo Exhibitions 

Your, title of show, venue, city, state. 

List shows in reverse chronological order, beginning with any 

confirmed future exhibitions. 

IL's not just about quantity. People want to see whether you're 

11 r,!ood fit for their program given where you are in your trajec-

1 ory. Have you shown at exhibition spaces with similar programs? 

I ook at the resumes of a venue's artists. Have you shown at 

venues that show artists of a similar caliber? Pay attention to this 

when you're tailoring your resume for a specific space and edit 

your exhibitions list accordingly. If you're applying to a nonprofit, 

for instance, you should pull every other nonprofit exhibition to 

I he top of each year and highlight your involvement in your cover 

letter. 

If you've had fewer than four solo shows, call this section 

"Selected Exhibitions" or simply "Exhibitions" and put all your 

sllows here (instead of separating group shows in a "Group 

[xhibitions" section) and just indicate which shows (if any) were 

solo exhibitions. 

Group Exhibitions 

Year, title of show, curator or juror, venue, city, state. 

When you're starting out, people want to see that you're 

active and involved. It's generally better to have a bunch of shows 

at lesser-known places than only one show, three years ago, at a 

higher-profile venue. 

Most Common Resume Mistakes 

-Inconsistent commas. Are you putting a comma 

before the last item in a list? For example: I make 

paintings, drawings, and video. Or are you not

doing that. Whichever way you go, be consistent 

throughout. 

-Chronological order. Your sections should be in 

reverse chronological order: most recent items 

first. 

-Missing contact information. 

-Implying something happened when it didn't (yet). 

If something is upcoming or anticipated, say so. 

Write "anticipated," "upcoming," or "expected" 

after the entry. 

-Missing state or country. The location might be 

obvious to you. but not everyone else, especially if 

there's more than one place with the same name 

(e.g., the city of "Portland") If you start showing 

internationally, always list the country (including 

US. shows) to keep everything clear. 
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IJ011·1 write a "goal" or "objective" on your resume. 

It's an old convention from corporate America that 

notlody bothers with anymore because your goal 

1s obvious: to get whatever it is you're submitting 

your resume for. 

What's the difference between a CV and a resume? 

A CV is a general. all-inclusive recitation of one's 

career. A resume is a shorter, tailored version. 

You'll use a resume for submissions. 
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/\11 yo11I' m11·11111' p,·01{1·1111111111, think 111 thlN 11111,111111111111 "1111111 of" 

llul rulhor tht111 u om11pruhon11lvo 011oyolo11111ll11111 y11111· 111·011p 

11hows. 1nolt1c10 ln1cwostln1� cur1:1lors one! 11101111011 1111y 011111101\11 !hot 

woro 1>roducod from the shows. Don't bo ulrulrl lo lop oH 11hows In 

lesser-known venues as you add new ones. Olg-clly commercial 

galleries in particular are not going to be impressed with "open 

submission" shows or exhibitions at retail stores, cafes, and the 

like. Those are good for exposure and sales, and they may be all 

you have at first. If that's the case, omit the word cafe or restau

rant unless it's part of the space's official name and look around 

for alternative, noncommercial venues to add some variety to 

your resume. (See chapter 7 for more on finding venues.) 

Residencies 

Year, name, city, state. 

Double-check the spelling! 

Awards, Grants, and Fellowships 

Year, name, description. 

If something isn't obvious from its title, explain what it is in a 

few words. An award may be well known in your area but not 

elsewhere. 

Other Ideas for Headings 

There are many ways to cator{orl,o und organize what you've 

done: Performances, Collubor11llo1111, Public Commissions, 

Publications as Author, Locturntt, Vl11lll11� Artist Programs, etc. 

Don't feel constrained by tho 11ootlo11u wo enumerate in this 

chapter. Go with what moko11 lho 1110111 11onsc for your work and 

your accomplishmenlA. 

Press 

Author, "Title," Pu/J/111111/1111 N1m111, I 1111111 Ion, Date, Section and/or 

page. 

Author, "Title," 0101\ 111' Wohull u N111110, Onto, URL 



---- "I look lo see if an artist has exhibited 

11 what I consider galleries of a kindred spirit. This 

requires the artist doing some research to pick the right 

ones to highlight. Check to see what art fairs the gallery 

does, and who also participates in those fairs that you've 

exhibited with. There's no guarantee you won't include 

someone the gallery doesn't like, but the odds of that are 

not so great." 

Edward Winkleman, cofounder, Moving Image Art Fair; author, former director, 

Winkleman Gallery, New York, NY 
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DO I HAVE TO LIVE IN A LARGE CITY TO BE SUCCESSFUL? 

The short answer is no. 

While those cities have obvious advantages and produce the 

most famous artists, they represent only one part of the contem

porary art world. You can make your work just about anywhere. 

The key is to be aware of what is going on throughout the 

country, regardless of where you live, and to appreciate your 

local audience and early supporters no matter where you end up. 

As one gallerist put it, "If you are making art and making a 

living, be happy about it for crying out loud!" 
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---- 'The most exciting things going on in 

this country for me are taking place in cities such as 

Raleigh, Louisville, Seattle, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, 

Houston. These are the places where I think most 

of the interesting art is happening. Without having 

crushing overhead and pressure, you find that more 

ambitious projects can actually see the light of day. 

I think that it's very wise to Just simply say, 

'Maybe I could Just make a scene.'" Dexter Wimberly, 

executive director, Aljira, Newark, NJ 

----"One of the things that's key to 

remember is that you're not looking to attract only 

local people to your studio, no matter where you are. 

Even if you're based in an artistic center like New 

York, you still want curators from all over to visit 

you because your most significant shows might very 

well take place elsewhere. You have to think about it 

holistically." Lauren Ross, curator, Richmond, VA 

----"Living outside an art center can be 

isolating. I work every day to maintain my contacts 

in various 'art centers' and to try to identify new 

audiences and venues for my work so that I am not 

so reliant on a specific locale or audience. One perk 

is that space is cheaper and more abundant. I get 

more work done living in central Pennsylvania than 

I ever did in New York, and my work is better. Now 

that I am also working on curatorial projects, I find 

that staying connected can take lots of different 

forms. Curating artists whose work I respect into 

shows requires me to keep in touch and, in turn, 

creates additional opportunities." Ann Tarantino, 

artist, State College, PA 

----"Baltimore is an affordable place where 

space is copious and studios are decadently large. 

I know a number of great artists who are living the 

dream of part-time employment, which funds their 

home, a studio, and enough studio time to develop a 

practice." Cara Ober, artist, editor, bmoreart.com, 

Baltimore, MD 
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----"I think of local art scenes as living 

ecosystems that need many elements to thrive: a 

combination of schools with great art programs, 

galleries, alternative spaces, museums, and-let's 

face it, you need money because with money comes 

philanthropy and a collector base. If there's no 

collector base, there probably won't be galleries. If 

there are no art programs, there probably won't be 

teaching jobs. You also want a community of working 

artists who are going through the same thing that 

you're going through." 

"When there's a good art scene, it ripples out 

through the rest of the city to the point where 

people who are not directly involved in the art world 

appreciate culture and it becomes part of the city's 

identity. Cities that have really good systems like 

that include Chicago, San Francisco, and Houston, 

but so few of them are affordable places to live. I'm 

happy to see less expensive cities like Kansas City, 

Baltimore, Richmond, and Buffalo rising in promi

nence." Lauren Ross, curator, Richmond, VA 

----"Don't do something because you think 

it's what you should do. For example, if you don't 

have the urge to be in New York, don't go because 

you're not going make the most of it. The first year 

out of school is *$%"& hard. One minute everyone's 

giving you feedback and all of a sudden you're in a 

vacuum. As hokey as it sounds, you have to ask: What 

is the best way for you to nurture yourself as an 

artist� If that means going back to your hometown 

and making a ton of stuff, then do that." Denise 

Markonish, curator, MASS MoCA, North Adams, MA 

- ---"I love that artists once pioneered

neighborhoods in Manhattan and Brooklyn, living in 

big spaces at low cost. We all know this isn't possible 

anymore. More and more artists are faced with the 

impossibly high cost of living in New York. I bought 

property upstate, two hours from the city, because 

space at low cost is still available." Joshua Abe/ow, 

artist, Harris, New York, NY 



CHECKLIST: SUBMISSION MATERIALS 

-WORK SAMPLES

-RlSUMt 

-ARTIST STATEMENT 
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